Multichannel electromyographic observations in spasmodic dysphonia patients and normal control subjects.
Spasmodic dysphonia is primarily a disorder of vocalization. Increasing evidence, however, suggests that individuals with this disorder comprise a heterogeneous population characterized by abnormal motor control throughout the vocal tract. Multichannel simultaneous electromyography was performed on 11 spasmodic dysphonia patients and 10 normal awake subjects to investigate both the distribution of neuromotor abnormality within the vocal tract (eg, intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles, tongue, and palate) and the contribution of activation of higher central nervous system centers to observed abnormality. Experimental tasks ranged from vegetative (quiet breathing) to simple linguistic (short sentences). Digitized electromyographic signals were analyzed to compute the amplitude envelope and extract a set of parameters that represent amplitude characteristics. Electrode insertions were cross-validated by quantitative analysis of patterns of activation across selected reference tasks and by traditional qualitative methods. Between-group differences were found for measures of normalized median and peak token amplitudes. These differences are both task- and measure-dependent. Results highlight the complex and interactive effects of muscle, task, and quantitative measures on between-group differences.